Design of a high-sensor count fibre optic manometry catheter for in-vivo colonic diagnostics.
The design of a fibre Bragg grating based manometry catheter for in-vivo diagnostics in the human colon is presented. The design is based on a device initially developed for use in the oesophagus, but in this instance, longer sensing lengths and increased flexibility were required to facilitate colonoscopic placement of the device and to allow access to the convoluted regions of this complex organ. The catheter design adopted allows the number of sensing regions to be increased to cover extended lengths of the colon whilst maintaining high flexibility and the close axial spacing necessary to accurately record pertinent features of peristalsis. Catheters with 72 sensing regions with an axial spacing of 1 cm have been assembled and used in-vivo to record peristaltic contractions in the human colon over a 24hr period. The close axial spacing of the pressure sensors has, for the first time, identified the complex nature of propagating sequences in both antegrade (towards the anus) and retrograde (away from the anus) directions in the colon. The potential to miss propagating sequences at wider sensor spacings is discussed and the resultant need for close axial spacing of sensors is proposed.